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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION  

ABOUT THIS GUIDE 
 
The MobileTrak User Guide v5.1.3.1 / SyncLink v5.1.3.1 will help users understand Sunflower MobileTrak 5.1.3.1. 
This guide provides insight, overviews, and instructions for this latest release of MobileTrak, whether current user 
who has experience with previous versions, or a prospective user interested in the new features and functionality 
that have been incorporated into this version of MobileTrak. 
 
 

PREREQUISITES 
 
This guide assumes that the MobileTrak application has been installed onto the requisite handheld scanner(s). For 
more information about the installation process refer to the MobileTrak + SyncLink 5.1.3.1 Installation Guide 
located on the Sunflower Management Center page within the PPTD website.  

http://www.osec.doc.gov/ofm/OAP/PPMTD/Sunflower_Management_Center.html 
 
 

ABOUT PHYSICAL INVENTORY CAMPAIGNS  

PMO CAMPAIGN SETUP  

 
The setup of a physical inventory begins within the Sunflower Assets application by creating a review campaign in 
the Review module. Working within the guidelines of the organization’s audit cycle (e.g. annual, semi-annual, 
quarterly, etc.), the following steps are performed by the Review Manager to establish a review campaign in 
Sunflower Assets:  

 
 
It should be noted that although setting up a review campaign facilitates an efficient and organized auditing 
process, assets that are found and not part of the existing baseline can still be scanned (or manually entered) and 
accounted for using MobileTrak and Sunflower Assets. The use of the MobileTrak application does not require a 
campaign be established in order to use the software. Refer to the Sunflower Enterprise Assets v5.0 User Guide 
(available for download from Customer Care (http://www.sunflowersystems.com) for detailed information on 
setting up a review campaign. 
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e
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DEFINE A 
CAMPAIGN:

The review campaign 
establishes the 
parameters within which 
intended to conduct the 
physical inventory (e.g. 
campaign name, 
sponsor, start/end 
dates, type of sampling, 
transaction types, etc.). 
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DEFINE THE 
BASELINE: 

The baseline specifies 
the group (base) of 
assets to be accounted 
for within the specified 
review campaign. 
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FREEZE THE 
BASELINE: 

Freezing the baseline 
enables users to 
perform the review for a 
predefined set of assets 
against a specified 
period of time, without 
being concerned about 
“asset creep” (newly 
created assets 
constantly being added 
to the campaign). 

St
e
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RESOLUTIONS:

The resolution types 
indicate the method 
intended to use to 
locate and/or validate 
the assets for the 
review campaign, 
(e.g. MobileTrak 
barcode scanning, 
online declarative, 
online physical, etc.). 

http://www.osec.doc.gov/ofm/OAP/PPMTD/Sunflower_Management_Center.html
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PHYSICAL INVENTORY PROCESS 

 
The MobileTrak application is equipped with several features to support physical inventories in a variety of 
situations whether the assets are located in a single building, across town, or across the country. In addition to 
recording automated barcode scans (asset reads) on the spot, MobileTrak enables users to manually capture 
information for new assets using the asset identifier or the UID (Unique Identifier), as well as make changes to 
existing assets found in the reference database. The following diagram depicts a typical physical inventory process 
using MobileTrak. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BARCODE SCANNING PROCESS 

 
Sunflower Assets, in conjunction with MobileTrak, provides mobility in the tracking and management of the 
assets. MobileTrak enables field representatives to conduct a physical inventory or manage Material assets with 
the use of a hand held barcode scanner. This user guide will focus only on the physical inventory and asset 
transfer processes for both Material and Non-Material assets. For specific information on how to use MobileTrak 
5.0's Material Management capabilities, (such as receiving, issuing, relocating, returning and adjusting Material 
assets), please refer to the MobileTrak 5.0 Material Management user guide. The scanning of an asset not only 
validates that the asset exists, but further documents the asset’s existence by identifying the location of the asset 
and the individual who performed the scanning activity. The following flowchart depicts the barcode scanning 
process using MobileTrak.  The transfer of data between the Sunflower Assets database and MobileTrak involves a 
number of interactions between the various components of the barcode solution. The following diagram outlines 
the main components and the interactions between them. 
 
 
 

  

PMO STEP 1: 
Create a Review 

Campaign 

PMO STEP 2: 
Define the 
Baseline 

PMO STEP 3: 
Freeze the 
Baseline 

PMO STEP 4: 
Define Resolution 

Types 

PAO/PC STEP 1: 
Set Up Scanner 

PAO/PC STEP 2: 
Send to Scanner 

PAO/PC STEP 3: 
Conduct Inventory 

(Scan Assets) 

PAO/PC STEP 4: 
Get From Scanner 

PAO/PC STEP 5: 
Report and 

Manage Errors 

PMO STEP 5: 
Report on 

Inventory Progress  

PMO STEP 6: 
Close Campaign  
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SCANNER AND SYNCLINK ROLES 
 
In addition to other roles set up within Sunflower, it is necessary to assign roles to operate scanners within 
MobileTrak.  The Scanner Operator role is given to a person responsible for scanning assets.  An operator does 
not have the ability to update or create new assets. The Scanner Approvers role should be set up to allow users to 
process updates upon upload from MobileTrak.  This role allows individuals to Create New Assets or Update 
Existing Assets in the Sunflower database via the barcode scanner. An Approver must also be set up as an 
Operator otherwise the new/updated asset information will not process through the appropriate interface table 
(e.g. Edit Material Asset Interface Records).  If an individual is not added to the Approver's list transactions can 
still be performed in MobileTrak; however, any data changes would not be allowed and the uploaded data would 
go into the Interface table, awaiting action from a Sunflower Assets user. 
 
 

MOBILETRAK  & SYNCLINK OVERVIEW 
 
MobileTrak is a Sunflower Assets® inventory management tool that is deployed via a fully integrated barcode 
reader that records and delivers asset information directly to the Sunflower Assets database. By integrating 
Sunflower Assets with mobile computing technology solutions, MobileTrak meets the needs of enterprises that 
track and manage assets using various types of data collection technologies such as traditional bar codes, 2D data 
matrices, and Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tags. MobileTrak records and then delivers the inventory data 
back to Sunflower Assets on demand. 
 
To start MobileTrak on a barcode scanner, data must first be loaded from the Sunflower Assets (SFA) database. 
The data from Sunflower Assets includes the assets and the reference data used to populate drop down lists for 
fields such as sites, structure levels, steward, manager, custodian, user, and the asset catalog to name a few.  
In order to work with the Sunflower Assets (SFA) data users will use SyncLink as the conduit to transfer data 
between SFA, the PC, and the barcode scanner for use with the MobileTrak application. When new data such as a 
catalog entry, site, structure level 1 type, structure level 2 type, or interest asset is added to the Sunflower Assets 
database, users will perform the following actions to update the MobileTrak application: 
 
SyncLink is used to transfer (download) asset data from the Sunflower Assets database to the handheld barcode 
scanner containing the MobileTrak application. SyncLink is also used to send asset data from the handheld 
barcode scanner back to the Sunflower Enterprise database. SyncLink must be used to send files to the scanner 
and retrieve files from the scanner. When users log into SyncLink, Sunflower Enterprise is used to validate the 
permissions a user has according to how the user has been set up in the application’s Administration module. For 
example, if a user has logged into SyncLink as an Inventory Manager, then the user is authorized to change all 
inventory assets. However, if the user is set up as an Inventory Clerk or Asset Center Representative, then the user 
is only authorized to change assets for the steward organization to which they are assigned as an Organization 
Contact. 
 
 

SCANNERS IN USE AT THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
 
A wide variety of scanners are in use at the Department of Commerce.  Regardless of the scanner a user is 
operating, the MobileTrak functionality described in this guide will be the same. Only scanners purchased through 
Sunflower will be supported by the DOC Sunflower Management Center. 
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USING THE WILDCARD ON A SCANNER 
 
List of Values on the scanner can often be quite large.  Utilizing the scanner search feature can help to narrow 
down search results.   On the scanner the wildcard is the comma character (,).  To utilize the wildcard enter the 
comma character, followed by search values.  Click the flashlight and the down arrow to display results.  
 
For example, use one of the following data entry methods to display the name (or populate a list of values (LOV) 
that users may then select the name from):  

1. Operator Identifier (usually the Employee Number or Badge Number) + Find  
2. One comma (,) followed immediately (no spaces) by the Last Name + Find (For example:,smith)  
3. Two commas (,,) followed immediately (no spaces) by the First Name + Find (For example:,,alice) 

Based upon the search criteria, Sunflower will either populate the Operator Name field or provide a LOV. If there 
are greater than 5,000 operators Sunflower will populate only the first 5,000 returns for users to select from in 
either ID order, Last Name order, or First Name order depending on whether users used commas to enter a last 
name or first name prior to Tapping the Find key.  
 

TERMINATE A MOBILETRAK SESSION 
 
When users want to terminate a MobileTrak session, users can do so in two different ways, depending on how 
users have configured Sunflower Enterprise® v5.0 to authenticate MobileTrak users. The two options that are 
available include:  

SIGN OFF MOBILETRAK 

 
The Sign Off feature in MobileTrak is used to indicate a particular user is no 
longer the Operator of the barcode scanner. Sign Off is only an active 
feature if the FORCEAUTH parameter is set to Yes in the Administration 
module of the Sunflower Enterprise® v5.0 database. When FORCEAUTH = 
Yes the person who logs into SyncLink will be the Operator in MobileTrak 
and users cannot change the Operator ID. When users click the Sign Off 
icon, a prompt will inform users that signing off will require users to 
reauthenticate with SyncLink. If users want to terminate the MobileTrak 
session, select Yes. Select No to return to the main menu.  
 
 
 
 

EXIT MOBILETRAK 

 
The Exit feature does not require re-authentication in SyncLink. When users 
click the Exit icon on the main menu in MobileTrak, users are effectively 
telling the database there is no change in the operator of the barcode 
scanner, but users wish to terminate the session. This contrasts with Sign Off, 
which is used to terminate the session of a specific user. 
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MOBILETRAK ICONS 
 
MobileTrak 5.1.3.1 includes ease of use and navigation made possible through icons. The icons replace the lists of 
menu actions available in previous versions of the application. Additionally, the icons represent new terminology 
as represented in the table below. MobileTrak icons: 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*You do NOT have to set up a campaign to use the Asset Receiving and Mass Transfer functionality. To filter (when doing 
doing a Send to), they can filter by their custodial area. Note that the same security applies on the scanner, so if they are 
trying to change an asset’s custodial area to something they do not have access to, it will go to the holding table due to an  
insufficient privilege error.   

Setup:  
Setup MobileTrak with 

operator name and 
location.  

Sign Off: Sign-off 
the operator 

Exit: Shut down 
MobileTrak 

Asset Read: Performing 
asset reads, also referred to 
as recording resolutions, is 

the process of using a 
barcode scanner to collect 

data about the assets in the 
inventory. The barcode 
scanner simplifies the 
scanning of assets for 
inventories and allows 

users to: 

 Add, edit or delete scans 

 Add found assets  

 Review previous scans 

Review Scans: Provides 
detail about the individual 
asset scans. Once assets 
have been scanned and 
saved, users may review 
the various asset reads 
from the Review Scans 

screen. Use the arrows at 
the bottom of the screen to 
review all the asset records. 

Asset Receiving*: Easily and quickly 
receive new assets into inventory. 
No resolutions are recorded when 

using Asset Receiving. 

Mass Transfer*: Easily 
transfer multiple assets to 

new location, steward, 
custodian, or users. Scans 

made during a mass 
transfer are also stored as 

resolutions and can 
therefore be used for 

physical inventory 
purposes. Users can add 

new assets and make 
changes to existing assets 
just as users would when 

capturing a resolution. 

Transaction Counts: Review data stored within the barcode 
scanner according to the type of transaction that occurred. 
This screen displays two columns. Transaction Type lists the 

types of transactions processed while using the barcode 
scanner.  The Count column displays the corresponding 

number of records associated to the transaction. 

Print Transfer: 
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MOBILETRAK SYSTEM UTILITIES 

 
MobileTrak has a number of features available through its System Utilities to assist users in the management of 
the application with common tasks such as setting the clock on the barcode scanner, setting alarms, checking the 
battery status, and testing the scanner. All of the features listed below are available on the System Utilities tab of 
the MobileTrak application, as shown below.  
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

The Battery Status feature 
is used to monitor and 
manage usage of the 

scanner’s battery, configure 
battery runtime, and setup 
and/or disable low battery 

notifications. It is important 
to monitor battery setup 

and usage so that data will 
not be lost in the event the 
scanner is operated in a low 

battery condition. 

The Terminal Info feature is 
an information-only screen 

that contains data about 
the Terminal ID of the 

scanner being used and the 
type of connection being 
used for communication 

with ActiveSync. Recall that 
ActiveSync enables 

communication between 
SyncLink and MobileTrak 

for successful data transfer 
between the files in the 

database and the 
MobileTrak application. 

The Test Scanner feature can be used to test the 
scanner prior to scanning actual barcodes or RFID 
tags during a physical inventory. If users believe 

the scanner is not operating properly, this feature 
provides a way for users check the application’s 

asset read feature without recording scans 
against a physical inventory. 

The Set Clock feature 
assists users in setting the 
time zone the application 
will use when recording 
time and date-sensitive 

information on asset scans. 
This feature also has the 

capability to allow the user 
to set four different alarms 
as reminders to take action 

on a specific task, which 
could be valuable during a 

physical inventory with 
time-sensitive 
requirements. 

The Memory Status feature 
is used to temporarily 

adjust the allocation of 
storage and program 

memory on the barcode 
scanner. Memory is 

managed automatically 
with MobileTrak, however, 
this feature can be used to 

make adjustments as 
needed. 
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CHAPTER TWO: CONDUCTING AN INVENTORY ON A BARCODE SCANNER 

The scanner must be docked in the cradle and the cradle connected to the computer. At a high level, the following 
automated steps are executed to download asset data from the database to the barcode scanner when users click 
the Send To Scanner button. The Send To Scanner process involves a number of interactions between the various 
components of the barcode solution. These interactions include copying reference files from the Sunflower 
Application to the PC, then copying the files from the PC to the scanner.  
 
 

Step One:  Send to Scanner 

Copy reference files (people, locations, catalogs, etc.), collectively known as the reference 
database, to the barcode scanner. SyncLink is used to connect the Sunflower database to the 
scanner.  To avoid any conflicts, SyncLink first removes the existing reference database from the 
barcode scanner (Number 3). 

 
 

Step Two:  Set Up the Scanner for Use 

This includes checking the date and time on the scanner as well as setting up your operator name 
and defaults for scanning.  
 
 

Step Three: Scan or Update Assets 

Conduct inventory by scanning assets using the barcode scanner. While scanning users can 
update existing assets or create new assets when they are not found on the scanner.  Review 
scans and transactions.  

 
 

Step Four: Get From Scanner  

Copy the MobileTrak data from the barcode scanner to the computer via SyncLink.  Users will 
need to ensure the MobileTrak application is not in use prior to performing the upload.  

 
 

Step Five: Manage Errors and Report 

Errors can occur during the processing of the barcode scans. Sunflower provides reports that 
display the details of processing the interface records that have been uploaded from the barcode 
scanner. Users can update and process incorrect scans in Sunflower.   
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STEP ONE:  SEND TO SCANNER 
 

CONNECT SCANNER TO COMPUTER  

 
Please note that SyncLink and Windows Mobile Device Center are required for scanner use and must be installed 
on your computer before you can proceed.  Before the barcode scanner can be utilized, asset information and 
reference data information must be downloaded from Sunflower to the scanner. The following steps detail how to 
transmit the reference data from Sunflower Assets into the scanner.  
 
1. Upon receiving the barcode scanner and accessories, connect the power cord wire to the scanner docking 

station and connect the other end to a power socket. Connect the USB cable in the scanner docking station 
and connect the other end to your computer. 

2. Place the scanner in the docking station. 

3. Confirm that the scanner connected successfully. 

 

Note:  The scanner will be connected to a 
desktop for uploading/downloading data to 
Sunflower. The operating system of the desktop 
will determine how the scanner is connected. If 
the desktop is running on Windows 2003 or 
Windows XP, Microsoft Active Sync will be used. 
If the desktop is running on Windows Vista, 
Windows 7, Windows or Windows 10, the 
Windows Mobile Device Center will be used.   
 
 
 
 

ENTER SYNCLINK SETTINGS 

 
 

4. Double-click on the SyncLink icon on your desktop.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Click the Settings button to enter connection 
settings. This is should only be necessary the 
first time a user logs into SyncLink on a 
computer or if settings need to be updated. 
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6. For the PPMS LDAP Production Environment 

(All Bureaus except CENSUS & NIST): 
Application Server: 
https://sflwrdoc.eas.commerce.gov 
 
Authentication DAD: 
/pls/snflwr_proxy_bcr_ppmsprd 
 
Report DAD: 
/pls/snflwr_proxy_bcr_ppmsprd 
 
Download Virtual Directory: 
/snflwr_bcr_download_ppmsprd 
 
Do NOT select 
“Use Database Authentication” 

 
 
 
7. For the PPMS PRODUCTION DB 

Authentication ENVIRONMENT  
(CENSUS & NIST Scanners Users Only): 

Application Server: 
https://sflwrdoc.eas.commerce.gov 
 
Authentication DAD: 
/pls/snflwr_dbauth_bcr_ppmsprd 
 
Report DAD:  
/pls/snflwr_dbauth_bcr_ppmsprd 
 
Download Virtual Directory: 
/snflwr_bcr_download_ppmsprd 
 
Select “Use Database Authentication” 

 
 
8. If your settings are preset and entered 

correctly, proceed to logging into SyncLink. 
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LOGIN TO SYNCLINK 

 

9. Double-click on the SyncLink icon on your desktop.  
 

10. From the main SyncLink screen, click the 
Start button.  This will prompt you to enter 
your Sunflower User ID and Password.  Enter 
your User ID and password in the window 
that displays and select Login. 

 

 

Note: The user who will scan the assets must be 
the user who logs in and performs the Send to 
Scanner operation. 

 

Result: The Sunflower SyncLink window displays.  

 

 

PERFORM SEND TO SCANNER 

 

11. Select the data download options. Be sure to 
select Include all Catalogs, Include All Managers, 
Include all People, Include All Stewards.  

Note: If left unchecked (default setting) only 
the catalog, people, manager, and steward 
entries associated with the selected assets 
are transferred to the barcode scanner. 

12. Select the Asset Type(s) for which users are 
conducting the physical inventory.   

Note:  Selecting an Interest Asset Type will 
tell Sunflower Assets from which Module or 
“Interest” the assets are going to be scanned. 
Essentially, the interest asset type is an 
umbrella under which a group of assets are 
housed such as all Inventory assets or all 
Excess assets. 

13. Select the necessary application name.  
Sunflower MobileTrak Application Name 
highlighted,  
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14. Enable filters to only send 
necessary assets to the scanner.   

a. If the filter is on, it will 
have a grey arrow 
circling the Filter icon. 

b. When the filter is off, it 
will not have an arrow. 

c. Clear all filters by clicking on the Filter icon 
and click the “Clear All” button on each of 
the tabs. Click Apply. Then Click OK. 

 

It is recommended to filter by bureau and by your 
inventory campaign.  If no filters are selected, all assets 
at the Department of Commerce will be sent to the 
scanner.  This will take a very long time and will utilize a 
large amount of storage space.  

 

 

15. Select the Send to Scanner button.  

16. When prompted with the dialog box stating, “Make sure MobileTrak is shutdown before proceeding”, ensure 
that MobileTrak is not running on the scanner and click the OK button on the dialog box to proceed. This will 
start the transfer process. 

 

Result: “Downloading data for MobileTrak” 
appears. The status of the download will appear on 
the bottom of the SyncLink window.  

Note: Users may occasionally see a Command 
Prompt window open and close during the 
download process. This is normal, and nothing 
needs to be done when this occurs. 

 

17. A pop-up message will appear when it is 
complete.  Click OK.  Once the download is 
complete, the scanner is ready for use. 

 

 

 

 

 

End of Activity. 
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STEP TWO:  SET UP THE SCANNER FOR USE 
 
This section will discuss how to launch and setup MobileTrak. Of note, there are a wide number of barcode 
scanners available, however, the process of using MobileTrak release 5.1.3.1 is the same regardless of the scanner 
in use. 
 

CONFIRM THAT THE DATE AND TIME ARE SET ON YOUR SCANNER.   

If your battery dies, you will need to Change the Time and Date on the Scanner.  If the scanner’s battery life runs 
out at any point, you WILL have to modify the date when you turn the scanner back on as the date resets to a day 
in 2005. 
 

It is important that users check this each and every time a scanner is used.  If you do not adjust an incorrect 
date/time, all of your scans for that day will record resolutions with the incorrect date and will not show 
accurately on the asset records.  If the asset is a part of a camapign base, the scans will not apply to the 
inventory if the incorrect date is recorded. 

 

1. On the scanner, highlight the date and time 
with the stylus. 

2. Enter the time zone using the stylus and drop-
down. 

3. Enter the time using the stylus and arrows, or 
the keyboard on the screen 

4. Enter the date using the stylus and arrows, or 
the keypad on the screen 

5. Click OK in the top right corner 

6. When asked “Save changes to the clock 
settings?” click Yes 

7. If you navigated through settings to open and 
edit the Clock & Alarms, click the X in the top 
right corner to exit the Settings menu. 

8. Confirm that the correct date and time is 
displayed on the home page 
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SETUP MOBILETRAK FOR USE 
 

 

1. On the barcode scanner, navigate to Start/Windows > 
MobileTrak.  The Sunflower MobileTrak homepage opens and 
displays the following screen. 
 

2. A Progress Bar will automatically display.  Users must wait until 
the Progress Bar action is complete before proceeding any 
further. Once the Progress bar action is complete, the MobileTrak 
main menu displays icons, which replaced the lists of menu 
actions available in previous versions, representing various 
functions and new terminology. 

 
3. Click on the Setup icon 

 
4. Select your name from the 

Operator Name field by clicking 
the flashlight icon and the down 
arrow to search for your name. 
You can use the wildcard (,) and 
the first few characters of your 
name or identifier to narrow down 
the results before searching.   

 
Note: If you do not see your name in 
the dropdown, you may not yet have 
been added as an Operator in the 
system.  Contact your Bureau’s 
Property Management Officer and ask 
them to submit a Role Management 
Form to the Sunflower Management 
Center.  
 
5. In the Structure Level 1 Type field, use the drop-down list of values to select BUILDING. 

 
6. In the Structure Level 2 Type field, use the drop-down list of values to select ROOM. 

 
7. In the Interest Type field, select either INVENTORY or AGREEMENT ASSET.  Note that this will not have to be 

changed with each scan.  The system will sort scanned assets into the necessary interest type. 
 

Note:  Interest Type is used to identify a default interest type for the resolution when the item is not found 
during the scan. For example, if an organization chose not to send asset data into the scanner and perform a 
scan and go inventory campaign, the resolutions for those scans will include the default interest identifier 
based upon this setup variable. If Inventory Asset was selected, all resolutions would be transferred into 
Sunflower with an INV prefix. Prior to the addition of this setup variable, resolutions for assets not located in 
the scanner and not subsequently added would be transferred without a prefix and therefore be 
automatically placed in the Auxiliary Load Resolutions table. 
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8. The Default Asset Type for New Asset at DOC should 
always be Non-Material. 

9. If you plan to print hand receipts from MobileTrak, select 
the appropriate Printer Port provided by your 
application administrator. 

10. RFID tags are not in use at the Department of 
Commerce.  Please leave the RFID Use box unchecked.  

 

 

11. The Scan & Go feature allows users to perform continuous scanning (asset read) activity where users prefer 
not to view the details of each scanned asset. If users select (check) the Scan & Go checkbox, the scanner will 
not display the asset details and the Update or Add features on the Asset Reads screen will not be available. It 
is recommended that DOC users leave the Scan and Go checkbox unchecked to ensure that asset 
information is as up to date as possible.   

  
12. Standard Catalog Type will automatically appear in the Catalog Type for New Asset field. 

 
13. Select OK (top right) to the save the information.  The main Sunflower MobileTrak homepage displays on the 

scanner. 
 

Note:  The setup fields only need to be completed at the start of each scanning session. 
 

 

End of Activity. 
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STEP THREE:  SCAN OR UPDATE ASSETS 
 
Once the Setup is complete, select the Asset Read icon from the main MobileTrak menu to create new assets, 
update current assets and to record asset resolutions through the scanner. 
 

1. Click on Asset Read.  The Asset Read 
screen displays.  

 
2. It is recommended to select Asset 

Read with Updated Location in the 
first drop-down list.  

 
NOTE:  The Asset Read Only option 
indicates that users are not updating 
the asset’s location with new location 
information.  The Asset Read with 
Updated Location option indicates 
users are or are intending on updating 
an asset’s location with new location 
information. 

 
3. Define Location: Specify the current location for the scanning activity.  Each resolution users record is 

captured using the current location that users establish on this screen. As users move from location to 
location, return to this screen to update the barcode scanner’s location.  

 
a. In the Site field, use the drop-down list of values to select the site where you will be scanning. For 

example: WASHINGTON, DC. Note: While browsing through the Site list, press the key on the scanner’s 
keyboard to jump to that letter in the list. 
 

b. In the Building field, use the drop-down list of values to select the building where you will be scanning. 
For example: 99 NEW YORK AVE 

 
c. In the Room field, use the drop-down list of values to select the room where you will be scanning. If 

you don’t see the room, enter it in the field using the keypad or keyboard. For example: 3E421 
 
4. Click the Next>>> button to begin scanning. 

 
 

5. To scan the item’s barcode, press and hold down on the BLUE 
button in the center of the scanner’s keyboard. This will generate a 
red beam of light. The scanner will beep after the scan has been 
completed and the light on the front of the scanner (not the red 
beam of light) flashes green.  
 
To manually enter the PIN onto the scanner (ex: if the barcode is 
scratched), click on the piece of paper icon in the PIN field, then 
enter the PIN with the keypad or keyboard on the scanner. Press 
enter.  
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Users will see the following fields on this screen: 
 
 Asset Reads checkbox - Displays the scanned or manually entered asset barcode(s) 

and is automatically selected (checked). 

 Existing -  Indicates if the asset is in the current Sunflower database that was 
transferred to the scanner or not. 

 Retired - When users first scan an asset MobileTrak will indicate whether the asset is 
retired or not (Ret? Yes or No). Even if an asset is retired users have the option to 
update the record, however certain updates such as re-tags will error out in the Edit 
Interest Asset Interface records screens because the asset is retired. 

 Edit icon - Tap the Edit icon to manually enter the barcode. 

 Data Display - Automatically displays existing asset data for the asset, which 
includes Module (i.e. INV for Inventory), catalog information, and Serial number. 

 Back button - This will initially appear inactive since nothing has been done. When 
enabled, allows users to return to the previous screen. 

 Cancel button - Initially inactive since there is nothing to cancel. When enabled, select to cancel this asset read, which removes 
the asset from the list without processing the resolution. NOTE: If selected a confirmation pop-up window displays to verify 
whether users wish to cancel. 

 Update button - Select to update data for existing assets. Takes users to the Update screen, which is a 2-page data entry screen. 
NOTE: Update displays for assets found in the database. If users scan/enter an asset not found, this button automatically changes 
from Update to New.   

 OK - icon Used to process the asset resolutions. NOTE: The ok icon Does Not take users back to the main menu. To return to the 
main menu users must Tap the back button and then Tap the ok icon. 

 
 

 

6. After scanning, a message will appear to indicate whether the item 
has an asset record in Sunflower.  

If the item exists in Sunflower, the item’s barcode will appear on the 
screen and “Yes” will appear in the Existing column. Continue scanning. 
 

If the item does not exist, the item’s PIN will appear on the screen and 
“No” will appear in the Existing column. Contact the Property Team to 
create a new asset record before you can interact with it on the 
scanner.   

 

 

 

 

 

7. After the items have been scanned, click OK then the Back button to return to the Location window. Click OK 
button to return to the MobileTrak homepage. Click the OK button to exit the Sunflower MobileTrak application.  

 

End of Activity. 

 

 

Remember to update Site, Building, and Room information whenever you change rooms or 
locations.  To return to the previous screen to change location, click the Back button, update the 

Site, Building and/or Room and press the Next button to begin scanning in the new location. 
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UPDATE ASSET INFORMATION ON THE SCANNER  

 
After scanning or manually entering an asset that is found in the 
reference file, users may change a wide variety of information. 
Perform the following to edit the asset’s information. 
 
 
1. Scan or manually enter an asset and then Tap the 

Update button, which opens the Update screen, as 
shown above on the left-hand graphic.  
 

2. Tap the Next button, which takes users to the Update 
Asset - Page 2 of 2 screen. 

 
3. Update the appropriate data. 

 
4. Tap the icon to save the changes and return to the 

Asset Reads screen or Tap the Cancel button to cancel 
the changes. 

 
 
 
5. Once users have tapped the icon, MobileTrak displays a 

message indicating that the record data has been saved, 
as shown below. 

 
6. Users can either continue scanning other assets or Tap 

the Back button to return to the Asset Reads Location 
screen. 

 
 
 

 
End of Activity. 

ASSET NOT FOUND IN REFERENCE FILES  

 
When an asset has been scanned or manually entered and MobileTrak 
does not recognize it as part of the reference database, MobileTrak 
indicates that it is not an Existing asset. 
 
Notice that the Asset Selector fields are not populated, the Existing 
column indicates the asset is not in the reference database, and the 
Update button has automatically changed into a New button. When an 
asset is scanned (or manually entered) and it is not in the database, 
the scanner operator can: 

1. Create a new asset on the handheld scanner.   
2. Tap the Cancel button to clear the asset read. 
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CREATE NEW ASSETS ON THE SCANNER 

 
The Create New Asset feature enables users to create a new asset record through MobileTrak. Perform the 
following steps to create a new asset: NOTE: If catalog type is enabled there will be an additional field a needs to 
select. Catalog type is a list all available catalog types from the Sunflower instance. By selecting a catalog type the 
next screen will display the appropriate fields for a user to populate. 
 
1. Tap the New button on the Asset Read screen to select an action. 

 
2. Tap the Create New Asset radio button.  

 
3. In the Catalog Type field, select Standard Catalog Type. 

 
4. Tap the Next button.  

 
5. Complete the data entry fields by entering the appropriate data or 

selecting the entry from the drop down list (required fields have 
an asterisk). 
 

 Interest Type - Required. Select the appropriate module from 
the drop-down.  

 Identifier - Defaults from the scan or manual entry on the Asset 
Read screen, but can be changed.  

 Manufacturer* - Enter the appropriate manufacture and Tap the 
Find icon.  

 Model Number* - Enter or select the appropriate model number 
from the LOV.  

 Model Name* - Defaults, based upon the catalog 
Manufacturer/Model combination.  

 Official Name* - Defaults, based upon the catalog 
Manufacturer/Model combination.  

 Asset Type* - Enter the appropriate asset type from the LOV.  
 Stock Number* - Enter the stock number.  
 Manager - If known, enter the Manager and Tap the Find icon.  
 Steward - If known, enter the Steward and Tap the Find icon.  
 Custodian - If known, enter the Custodian and Tap the Find icon.  
 User - Optional. If known, enter the User and Tap the Find icon.  
 Serial Number - Enter the asset’s serial number.  
 PO# - This field is only available when adding assets using the 

Asset Receiving screen.  
 PO Line Item - This field is only available when adding assets using the Asset Receiving screen.  
 Condition - Optional. Enter or select the asset’s condition from the LOV. Quantity This field is only available 

when creating asset reads for commodity assets.  
 UDFs - As required. User Defined Fields (UDFs) allow capture of additional data. 

 
 

6. Tap to save the entered data and return to the Asset Read screen. 
 

End of Activity. 
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TRANSACTION COUNTS SCREEN 

 
The Transaction Counts screen is used to review data stored within the barcode scanner according to the type of 
transaction that occurred. This screen displays two columns: Transaction Type and Count. Transaction Type lists 
the types of transactions processed while using the barcode scanner (e.g. Asset Addition, Add Mark, Asset 
Change, etc.). The Count column displays the corresponding number of records associated to the transaction type.  
This Screen can be used to delete all scans or to delete them by transaction type.   

 

 Delete All button - Tap to erase all files 
from the scanner.  

 
Note:  This action cannot be undone. 
Erased updates will not be made in 
Sunflower Assets. 

 
 Delete by Transaction button - Tap to 

erase all files of a specific transaction type 
from the scanner (e.g. all Asset Additions, 
all Asset Changes, etc.). NOTE: This action 
cannot be undone. All updates will not be 
made in Sunflower Assets 

 

  REVIEW SCANS  

 

While the Transaction Counts feature provides a high level overview of the scans made during a physical 
inventory, the Review Scans feature drills down for more detail about the individual asset scans. Once assets have 
been scanned and saved, users may review the various asset reads from the Review Scans screen. Use the arrows 
at the bottom of the screen to review all the asset records.  

 

 Field - Displays the field names.  
 Value - Displays the information in the field 

for the specified asset.  
 Asset Number - Displays the record number 

of the asset users are viewing and the total 
number of records entered.  

 Delete button - Marks the individual asset 
scan for deletion. This function is shown in 
the next exercise.  

 Arrows (<<, <, >, >>) - Use these arrows to 
move back and forth between assets. << = 
Go to the First asset record. < = Go to the 
Previous asset record > = Go to the Next 
asset record >> = Go to the Last asset record  

 Up & Down arrows - Use these arrows (circled) like the Arrow Up and Arrow Down keys on a computer 
keyboard to move back and forth between assets.  

 Go button - Optionally enter an assets record number (i.e. 5) and tap the Go button to display the asset.  
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DELETE ASSET SCANS 

 

Individual asset reads can be deleted from the scanner before 
uploading the data back to the Sunflower Assets database via 
SyncLink. Taping the Delete button will mark the individual asset 
scan for deletion, but will not delete the asset until users tap the ok 
button. If users want to undo the deletion before saving, Tap the 
Undelete button. Once a record is deleted from the scanner, it 
cannot be recovered. Users will need to rescan the asset to include 
it in the physical inventory.  
 
 
1. Tap the Review Scans icon.  

 
2. Use the arrow buttons to locate the asset to be deleted.  
 
3. Tap the Delete button (which changes to Undelete) to mark the 

asset for deletion.  
 
4. Tap the button to save the deletion.  
 
5. To cancel deletions, Tap the Undelete button or Tap the icon.  
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STEP FOUR:  GET FROM SCANNER 
 
When users have completed the task of scanning assets for the physical inventory, users will use SyncLink to 
transfer data from the barcode scanner to the Sunflower Assets database. This section discusses the steps 
involved to upload physical inventory data from the scanner, verify uploaded data, delete scanner files, and 
manage errors using the SyncLink application and the Sunflower Assets application. 
 
1. Ensure that MobileTrak is closed on your barcode scanner. For more information on how to exit and close 

MobileTrak see Terminating a MobileTrak Session in Chapter One.  
 

2. Connect the scanner to the computer.  In some models this may be done by cradeling the scanner in the 
docking station and in others the scanner will connect directly to the computer through a USB cable. 

 
3. Confirm that the scanner has been successfully connected to your computer. 

 
4. Double-click the SyncLink icon on your desktop.  
 
5. From the main SyncLink screen, click the Start button.  This will prompt you to enter your Sunflower User ID 

and Password.  Enter your User ID and password in the window that displays and press Login.  The Sunflower 
SyncLink window displays. 

 
6. Select the Get From Scanner button. 

 

Ensure that MobileTrak is not running on the 
scanner when the dialog box displays “Make 
sure MobileTrak is shutdown before 
proceeding”. Click the OK button on the 
dialog box to proceed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Result:  The resolution information will now be 
transferred from the scanner to Sunflower. 

7. After the upload has been completed, the 
following message appears indicating the 
results: 

Note: If you do not have any failed scans, there 
will be “0” in the FAIL column. 

 

8. Select OK. 
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9. Select “Yes” when the message prompts 
you to delete the data in the scanner, as 
shown below. 

 

 

 

10. Select OK when the “Synclink” message 
displays “Get from scanner was 
successfully completed”. 

 

 

 

 

 

11. If there were failed scans, immediately after performing the 
“get from scanner” click on the MobileTrak Reports link on 
the Synclink window. A report parameter page will display.  

 

 

 

12. Execute the RESOLUTION INTERFACE PROCESSING RESULTS report and save this to your computer. This 
report can be used to determine which of the asset resolutions had a failed scan. The Resolution Interface 
Processing Results report can be sent to the Property Team to Assist.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

End of Activity. 
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DELETING SCANNER FILES  

 
When uploading is complete, users will receive a prompt 
asking if users would like to delete the files from the 
scanner. Deleting the existing files from the barcode 
scanner will prevent uploading the same resolutions, 
changes, and additions more than once, which would 
result in an error message. SyncLink will display the 
following message when the upload is complete: 
 
The answer to this question depends on the user’s understanding of the Upload Results. Print out the 
Resolution Interface Processing Results report and the appropriate Asset Interface Processing Results report(s). If 
users understand the outcome of the report’s results, then click the Yes button and delete the files. If users select 
the No button, users can always go back to the scanner, Tap Transaction Counts, and then Tap Delete All.  
 
 
 

STEP FIVE: MANAGE ERRORS AND REPORT  
 

Errors can occur during the processing of the barcode scans. Sunflower provides reports that display the details of 
processing the interface records that have been uploaded from the barcode scanner. Some of the errors may be 
due to invalid values entered in the MobileTrak fields or insufficient rights for the user to upload the resolutions 
to Sunflower.  The scanner Approver role grants users the ability to resolve errors in the Edit Result ion Interface 
Processing form.  
 

RESOLUTION INTERFACE PROCESSING RESULTS REPORT 

 

Users can run the Resolution Interface Processing Results report directly from SyncLink by selecting the 
MobileTrak Reports link from the SyncLink menu, or by going into Sunflower and selecting Reports > Review 
Reports > Resolution Interface Processing Results. The benefit of running the report from SyncLink is that the Load 
Group value will auto populate.  
 
This report will show users any Resolution errors, i.e. errors whereby the resolutions were not linked to the asset 
record(s) due to some error.  These reports will show users errors associated with the creation or update of asset 
records themselves. Correcting this information will update or add the asset records as appropriate. 
 
 

1. Once you have completed the “Get 
From Scanner”, click the MobileTrak 
Reports link on the SyncLink main 
menu. 

2. Click on Resolution Interface 
Processing Results report. 

 

 

http://sanramon.sunflowersystems.com:8090/snflwr_proxy_demodb05/faces/iaip_results/iaip_results_coreinfo.jsp?p_module=Interface%20Processing%20Reports%20Menu&p_module_path=as_owa_mobile.main&p_report=ASRV6090&p_source_load_group=BCR-140501150515&p_application_name=MOBILE_TRAK&p_session=5AE8FECF7D3457363EA7247D2EDA781E4C6E1A4E0F940167538CC0B6BB5DA369A138C037E84AC1A4A652E4F4483851E279289FFB3225FE5BB1F1EC607C3195CCBAB2D24F3B7ECA09BAC021D97389EEFB
http://sanramon.sunflowersystems.com:8090/snflwr_proxy_demodb05/faces/iaip_results/iaip_results_coreinfo.jsp?p_module=Interface%20Processing%20Reports%20Menu&p_module_path=as_owa_mobile.main&p_report=ASRV6090&p_source_load_group=BCR-140501150515&p_application_name=MOBILE_TRAK&p_session=5AE8FECF7D3457363EA7247D2EDA781E4C6E1A4E0F940167538CC0B6BB5DA369A138C037E84AC1A4A652E4F4483851E279289FFB3225FE5BB1F1EC607C3195CCBAB2D24F3B7ECA09BAC021D97389EEFB
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Select the appropriate report (Resolution Interface Processing Results, Inventory Asset Interface Processing 
Results report, or Material Interface Processing Results). NOTE: Selecting the MobileTrak Reports link will 
ONLY provide users with the Resolution Interface Processing Results report and the Inventory Asset Interface 
Processing Results report. If users wish to view reports for other Interest Assets, such as Agreement or Excess 
assets, users should access these through the Forms as explained on the previous page.  Be sure to make note 
of the Load Group, which can be helpful on the Interface forms and running additional reports. 

 

 

3. Select the File 
Output. 

4. Click Submit. 

 

 

 

 

5. Review the 
Selection Criteria 
Number and click 
Execute or Run in 
Background. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Result:  The report is displayed in the selected format. 

End of activity. 
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REVIEW FAILED SCANS  

 
1. Review any failed scans in the report so you may resolve and successfully add resolutions to Sunflower.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Take note of the Load Group on the report (you will need this to resolve the errors in Sunflower). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
3. The results column will provide more details about why the asset failed.  From this point, users have the 

option to: 
a. Correct the issue and rescan the asset.  
b. Resolve the issue in the Edit Inventory Asset Interface Records 

 
End of activity. 
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RESOLVE ERRORS IN THE EDIT INVENTORY ASSET INTERFACE RECORDS FORM 

 
If the barcode transaction fails, it is still uploaded to Sunflower but instead of processing, the failed scan resides in 
the Edit Inventory Asset Interface Records Form until errors are resolved. 
 

 
 

1. After logging in, navigate 
to Sunflower Enterprise 
Forms.  Select the 
Management tab. Select 
the Edit Inventory Asset 
Interface Records form. 

2. To search for the failures 
in your load group, click on 
the flashlight icon once. 
Enter your load group in 
“Load Group” field and 
click the flashlight again. 

 

 

3. When the Load Group 
has been pulled up, use 
the field under the Load 
Group to determine the 
error. 

4. Based on the error 
shown, use the tabs at 
the top of the form to 
edit the record and 
resolve the error, or 
simply click the “Go To 
Error” button. 

5. Click Save in the toolbar 
to complete the change. 

 
 
Once corrections have been successfully saved, the error is now removed from the interface records and will not 
appear here in subsequent queries.  A list of common errors and how to resolve them, can be found at the end of 
this document.  

End of activity. 
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CHAPTER THREE:  ERROR MESSAGES AND RESOLUTIONS 

The following lists identify and address common error messages that are related to the SyncLink application and 
the scanner. Use this list to help users troubleshoot errors.  
 

COMMON SYNCLINK ERRORS AND HOW TO RESOLVE THEM 
 

Example Error Message Meaning Action 

The Remote Server Has Been 
Paused Or Is In The Process Of 
Being Started  

SyncLink was unable to 
communicate with the bar code 
scanner. This is usually caused by 
trying to send files to the scanner 
while MobileTrak is running. 

Close MobileTrak and try again. 

Synclink Is Already Running  

Another instance of SyncLink is 
already running on the PC. User 
can only run a single instance of 
SyncLink at any given time. 

Check if users have SyncLink open on 
the desktop. If users don’t have 
SyncLink open and are still getting 
this message, check in the Windows 
Task Manager to determine if there 
is a SyncLink process, terminate it 
and retry. 

Unable To Parse Sequence ID – A 
String Literal Was Expected, But 
No Opening Quote Character 
Was Found  

When uploading data, SyncLink 
requests a sequence ID from the 
server through an HTTP (Web) 
connection. Users will see this 
error if SyncLink cannot establish 
a connection to the web server or 
the response from the server is 
malformed. 

Open the SyncLink.xml configuration 
file in a text editor and check 
whether the upload_download_url 
parameter is correct by pointing the 
browser at the UR formed by the 
value of the upload_download_url 
parameter + 
“as_owa_barcode.main”.  

Error In Form_Load : Error 
Number = Activex Component 
Can’t Create Object (429)  

One or more of the ActiveX 
components required by SyncLink 
is not installed or is corrupted. 

Re-install and setup SyncLink as 
described in Chapter 2 of the 
installation guide. 
 

Create File Error 5 Occurred 
Copying <Filename> Access Is 
Denied  

SyncLink was unable to overwrite 
the file <filename> in the bar code 
scanner because the file is 
currently in use. 

Make sure that MobileTrak is not 
running and try again. 

The System Cannot Find The File 
Specified  

SyncLink was unable to overwrite 
Scanref.odb in the bar code 
scanner. because the file is 
currently in use. 

Make sure that MobileTrak is not 
running and try again. 
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COMMON SCANNER FAILURE REASONS AND HOW TO RESOLVE THEM 
 
 

Example Error Message Meaning Action 

SA-00108: Insufficient privilege to 
perform operation INS on 
SA_STRUCTURE_LEVEL_1… 

The scanner Operator entered an 
invalid building code in the 
Structure Level 1 field on the 
scanner. 

Delete the building from the Stlv1 field 
on the “Edit Resolution Interface 
Records” screen and select a valid 
building from the list of values (LOV) 

SA-01074: Instance 50000015700 of 
SA_STRUCTURE_LEVEL_1 is inactive… 

The scanner Operator entered a 
building code for a building that is 
no longer active in the Structure 
Level 1 field on the scanner. 

Delete the building from the Stlv1 field 
on the “Edit Resolution Interface 
Records” screen and select a valid 
building from the list of values (LOV) 

SA-01090: Unable to determine value 
for AS_RESOLUTION.ASSET_ID from 
value ‘Interest Type’… 

The asset scanned is not in 
Sunflower.  

The Property Custodian should create 
the asset record Sunflower before the 
resolution can be applied. 

AS-01125: Identifier 000XX also 
appears on source_record_group 
00030XX…  

The asset has been scanned more 
than once with two different 
scanners. 

Delete the duplicate record by clicking 
the Remove Record icon. 

SA-00110: Unique constraint 
RS_AS_RSTP_REC_DTTM_UK of 
AS_RESOLUTION is not satisfied… 

A duplicate resolution as a result 
of multiple loads from the same 
scanner data.  

Delete the duplicate record by clicking 
the Remove Record icon. 

AS-01015: Insufficient privilege to 
set/change the location for the given 
asset (Identifier:INV - 0000641557 
Type:Date/Time:05/22/2008 14:35:41 
Site:53585 Stlvl 1:BUILDING NTIS Stlvl 
2:ROOM 1021 Stlvl 3:) 

The person who processed the 
upload through SyncLink from the 
scanner did not have privileges to 
update the asset record. 

A valid contact of the asset steward 
must process the resolution(s) by 
logging into the “Edit Resolution 
Interface Records” Screen, locating the 
error and clicking the Save icon. 

AS-01042: JJZ65L1 is a duplicate serial 
number for mfr/model 
DELL/OPTIPLEX 760....) 

As asset with that same 
Manufacturer /Model combination 
with the same Serial Number 
already exists in Sunflower 

The user should decide which asset has 
the correct Serial Number: a) The 
scanned asset that errored out in the 
interface table; or b) The asset already 
in Sunflower.  If (a), the user should 
update the Serial Number on the 
interface screen and process the error; 
if (b) the user should update the Serial 
Number on the asset already in 
Sunflower, then process the interface 
record. 
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Example Error Message Meaning Action 

SA-01074: Instance 50000015700 of 
SA_STRUCTURE_LEVEL_1 is inactive… 

The scanner Operator entered a 
building code for a building that is 
no longer active in the Structure 
Level 1 field on the scanner. 

The user has two options: 1.) Request 
that the Sunflower Help Desk reactivate 
the Structure Level 1 for the Site 
(city/state) in question, or 2.)Delete the 
building from the Stlv1 field on the “Edit 
Inventory Asset Interface Records” 
screen and select a valid building from 
the list of values (LOV) 

SA-01074: Instance 50030864949 of 
AS_CATALOG is inactive 
(Identifier:00000000162841 INV…..) 

The scanner Operator entered a 
manufacturer/model  combination 
for a Catalog entry that is no 
longer active in Sunflower 
 
 
  

The user has two options: 1.) Request 
that the Sunflower Help Desk reactivate 
the Catalog record in question, or 2.) 
Delete the Catalog information on the 
“Edit Inventory Asset Interface Records” 
screen and select valid Catalog entries 
from the lists of values (LOV) 

AS-01015: Insufficient privilege to 
set/change the location for the given 
asset (Identifier:INV – 0000641557 
Type:Date/Time:05/22/2008 14:35:41 
Site:53585 Stlvl 1:BUILDING NTIS Stlvl 
2:ROOM 1021 Stlvl 3:) 

The person who processed the 
upload through SyncLink from the 
scanner did not have privileges to 
update the asset record. 

A valid contact of the asset steward 
must process the resolution(s) by 
logging into the “Edit Inventory Asset 
Interface Records” Screen, locating the 
error and clicking the Save icon. 

SA-01090: Unable to determine value 
for AS_ASSET.PERSON_ID_USER (or 
CUSTODIAN) from value 
'Identifier:COURTNEY 
JOHNSON' 
(Identifier:00000000313491….) 

The scanner Operator entered an 
invalid name for the 
user/custodian 

The user has two options: 1.) Request 
that the Sunflower Help Desk add the 
Person record in question, or 2.) Delete 
the Person information on the “Edit 
Inventory Asset Interface Records” 
screen and select valid Person entries 
from the lists of values (LOV) 

SA-01090: Unable to determine value 
for AS_ASSET.CATALOG_ID from value 
'mfr_id: mfr_code: mfr_name:LG 
model_no:32LD350-UB' 
(Identifier:00000000311826 INV -  
Site:WASH-DC Stlvl 1:BUILDING 1201 
NEW YORK AVE NW Stlvl 2:ROOM 13-
013 Stlvl 3:13 FLOOR) 

The manufacturer/model 
combination selected in the 
scanner is not a valid value in the 
Sunflower Catalog 

The user has two options: 1.) Request 
that the Sunflower Help Desk add the 
Catalog entry in question, then process 
the error once added; or 2.) Delete the 
Catalog information on the “Edit 
Inventory Asset Interface Records” 
screen and select valid Catalog entries 
from the lists of values (LOV) 
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Example Error Message Meaning Action 

AS-01011: Two instances of 
AS_INVENTORY_ASSET cannot have 
identifier 00000000000000 
simultaneously 
(Identifier:00000000000000  
Site:WASHINGTON, DC Stlvl 
1:BUILDING CLEANUP (NEBRASKA) 
Stlvl 2:ROOM  Stlvl 3:) 

An asset with the same Barcode 
(Identifier) is already in Sunflower 

The user should delete the interface 
record, and update the existing asset 
record with the correct information 

SA-01367: Asset change by recorder 
SMITH, ROBERT needs to be an 
approver to be loaded 
(Identifier:CIS072542  Site:RENO, NV 
Stlvl 1:BUILDING 790 SANDHILL RD 
Stlvl 2:ROOM 153 Stlvl 3:) 

The user who conducted the “Get 
From Scanner” does is not in 
Sunflower as an Approver 

A user with the Inventory Manager role 
should go to Admin > People > Maintain 
Approvers to add the person as an 
Approver; that person should then 
process the error in the Edit Inventory 
Asset Interface screen 

 


